
All Taped on T.V. newscasts and specials about
GT-/+. on the evening of June U, 1965

A
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CBS-TV-Harry Reasoner 7:00 p.m. newscast quote: "... sighting an
object in space, something with big arms sticking out of it.
Apparently** it's another satellite—hopefully."

(' Later CBS-TV newscast, 8:55 p.m. from Gemini Control. Quote by
3H.-Al Chop: "The spacecraft commander, Jim McDivitt, has reported

I sighting an object in space. He said it appeared to have big arms
' sticking out. Perhaps another (pause) or a satellite. He said he

had taken some motion pictures of this object, but the sun's position
made it difficult to keep the object in view. We have had no further
^oice communication with the spacecraft since that time."
Cronkite continued: "Later, the mystery may have been cleared up
when it was disclosed that our Pegasus satellite, which looks like
it has arms, was flying over the United States where McDivitt says
tiat he saw the object. Pegasus1 job is to measuce micro-meteorites."

11:00 p.m.
NBC-TV-Richard Harkness/newscast quote: ". . .James McDivitt even
spotted another space object in orbit. He reported to earth that it
had big arms sticking out."

NBC-TV news conference with Chris Kraft at Houston. Quote by Mr. Kraft:
"Gemani Control 5 has just said the GT-4 has sighted what is apparently
another satellite and have photographed it, and apparently it had
arms and antenna." (Newsman question about the possibility of
satellite collisions followil Kraft's quote. His amssx answer: "As
long as they don't bump with, ours we don't worry about it. . .We

is- know the orbits of all the satellites that are up there, and they're
not in any of the orbits we're in and the odds —if you tried to
put it in the same orbit — of bumping into it (laughter) I'd hesitate
to say how high they are. But they're high.")

NOTE: It was during this conference (with Kraft) that Kraft was
slipped a slip of paper and then made this announcement.
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ONE of the still unexplained
mysteries of the Gemini

Four flight is the sighting of
what Major James McDivitt
described as " three things that
looked to me like they were
satellites of the earth."

When he first reported this
from his capsule he started.! hec
tic radar and computer search on
earth, where attempts were made
to find out whether what he saw
might have been one of the 1.200
or so " things" now floating
around in space, from satellites
to spare bits and pieces of rockets
and so on, but none of them
seemed to be in his vicinity.

When .the astronauts held their
Press conference in Houston the
Major described his efforts to
photograph what he had seea
with nis two still cameras, but
when my colleague Alex Faulk
ner asked National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
officials at the end of last week
whether they had any pictures,
they said ''negative." "We've
had a lot of inquiries about
this," they expsaiaed "and the
film is still under, study, but so
far we have not come up with

.any pictures showing what
Major McDivitt said he saw."

Asked whether there had been
any speculation on the possibility
that he saw flying saucers or other
craft of a similar nature emanat
ing from another civilisation the
N.A.S.A. spokesman shuddered
and replied. " Oh dear no. It
seems more Jikely that they
were earth satellites or por
tions thereof."

WHETHER he is right about
this or not. an interesting

coincidence has been the publi
cation in Chicago last week of
one of the most scientific-
minded studies of what aie offi
cially described as "Unidentified
Flying Objects." .

This it called t' Anatomy of a
Phenomenon" and it is by
Jacques Vallee, a specialist ia
data processing who was born
and educated in France, holds
degrees ia mathematics and
astronomy, has done research in
the fields of artificial satellites,
computing, and micro-wave and
radar technology, and is a con
sultant on N.A.S.A.'s " Mars
Map " project.

The problem, he declares in his
very detached foray into the sub
ject, "is unsolved after 20 years
of analysis by outstanding scien
tists." What are these mysterious
"U.F.O.'s" which, as Mr. Valine
points out, ..have been recorded
from the wry earliest day* of his
tory, . add hpt merely since man
invented flying machines and
atom bombs ?
.. The reeprd runs, i* omfarlesa
old manuscripts, from prehistoric
times down through f£* Middle
Ages i when French kings were
moved • to impose penalties
"**ajn9t creatures that travel on
atafe] ships") and teto the

modern age, when we find the
two sons of the Prince of Wales,
one of them the future king of
England, describing in " The
Cruise of the Bacchante" the
strange celestial object resembling
a fully illuminated ship which
they saw on June 11. 1891, at
4 a.m. between Melbourne and
Sydney.

Sixteen years later a Kansas
farmer who had been in the
House of Representatives and
members of his family saw a cigar
shaped flying machine swoop
down on his corral and haul up
one of his cows on a cable (the
hind legs and head were found a
few miles away on the following
day), and ten of his neighbours
swore out an affidavit testifying
to his reputation and veracity.

Mr. Vallee says his files contain
more than 300 U.F.O. sightings
prior to the tttb century while in
our own century a ntate-of. data
has been accumulated. " Intel
ligent and serious reports do
exist," he says. " About 10 to 30
per cent, of the 8,000 American
sightings kept up to date in
Dayton by the Air Technical
Intelligence Centre could be called
intriguing, to say the least." and
he adds " we are in firm agree
ment wnth the statistical estimates
of the U.S. Air Force concerning
the proportion of sightings that
can be explained by conventional
effects: generally between 70 and
90 per cent."

He goes on to cite seme dis
turbing and totally unexplained
reports, such as the well docu
mented episdWe in New Guinea
in June 1959 when a Church of
England minister and 37 other
witnesses saw a •" sparkling
object" land and actually waved
to the people in it, who waved
back, or the little known occur
rence at Kelly in Kentucky on
the night of April 21, 1955, when
an entire family was terrorised by
creatures from a celestial craft.
They tried to drive them off by
shooting at them and Anally
retreated to the local police
station in a state of panic.

And this is Mr. Vallee's con
clusion: "Our problem is very
clear. We must analyse the evi
dence already gathered in such a
way that we neither presuppose
nor pre-excludt any possible
conclusion—and this is not at
all what previous investigators
have done. I like to remember
the wonderful words of the
Astronomer Royal (the highest
astronomical position in Great
Britain)—' Space travel is utter
bilge.' That was in 1957."

Mr. Vallee ends: "The
U.F.O. problem lies well within
the capability of modern
research but official attention is
denied it for purely emotional
reaarap that have nottuag to do
win science, Through U.F.O.
actfefcy. alftoogh no
evidence ha* yet been
•eaM of ua believe the '<
of an amazingly complex inteili
geat life beyond the earth can
atreMy be discerned." y_
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OMalley says a vers.on of the X-22A with the: power o ^ ^
T58-GE-8B/D engines increased from the present rating or >•>"»* ..IL weight increased to 26,000 lb. ^j^^^^J^Jt
could not meet all the requirements laid down in SOK tiv, dm
amazingly good job with very few changes." -m,f.j «.. v 2?D Fuse-.TactiLI Ighter' aircraft which provision^ has f^j^%*£%££
lage would be strengthened and sUmmed so that it could carry >,i
load, including 20-mm. cannon and ™k* ^.e .<tw0 y^ of machines" now
e Anti-submarine warfare version which could replace two Kinos o
performing the task for the Navy-the helicopter and thej™™*-
VAssault transport aircraft with gross we.ght in tbe 58,000-44,000*J?*^
.Commercial short-haul transport. Bell has brought in several ^JJZnS

by late last week.

Pegasus-2 entered an orbit with a peri-
crP_HFlL4 1 ™7~~an aPogee of 4654mlTin^rbital period of 97.29 mm. and
an angular inclination to the equator ot
31 77 deg. These values were virtually
identical to pre-planned figures of 314.6-
mi. perigee,. 465.7-mi. apogee, 97.^9-
min. period, and 31.76-deg. inclination.

Total weight in orbit was 32,800 id.
and was distributed this way:
• Spent S-4 stage, 14,600 lb.
• Instrument (guidance) unit, 2,600 10.
e Pegasus, 3,200 lb.
e Pegasus support truss and adapter,
2,700 1b.

The boilerplate Apollo command/
service module weighed 9,700 lb.

Milton B. Ames, Jr., director of space
vehicles in NASA headquarters/Office
of Advanced Research & Technology,
predicted that Pegasus-2 would record
between 470 and 525 meteoroid hits on
its instrumented wings during thecourse
of the next year. More than half of
these hits, he said, could be expected to
penetrate the panels with 1.5-mil thick
outer surface aluminum sheets and the
remainder to penetrate the 8-mil and
16-mil thick sheets. The 1.5-mil sheets
comprise 88 sq. ft. of Pegasus' 2,276
sq .ft instrumented wing surface. Ihe
8-mil sheets account for 188 sq. ft. and
the 16-mil sheets 2,000 sq. ft.

Ames also said that despite shorting
problems on some panels of Pegasus-1,
launched last Feb. 16, NASA has ven-
fied more than 70 .penetrations on that
first satellite. Of this total, 54 have been
recorded on the 1.5-mil panels, which
are still operable. The 8-mil panels are
now all dead as a result of shorting
(AW&ST May 24, p. 25) and only a
few of the 16-mil sheets are still func
tioning, he added.

The dav after launch, Ames reported
that Pegasus-2 had already recorded two
meteoroid penetrations, one through a
1.5-mil panel about 6 hr. after launch
and the other through an 8-mil panel
early "in the morning of May 26. Ames
said that the rate of penetrations was
in accord with meteoroid data returned
by Pegasus-1, Explorers 16 and 23.

is

First Industry-Built Saturn 1
Puts Pegasus-2 in Precise Orbit

achieved, the command/service module
unit was spring-jettisoned and the
Pegasus—still attached to the S-4 sec
ond stage—extended to its full 96-tt.

SPSatum SA-8 lifted off from Complex
37B here at 2:35 a.m. EST, precisely
on-time. The four inboard Rocketdyne
H-l engines of the S-l booster burned
for T + 141.9 sec. before shutting down

1 9 Sec. earlier than planned. The
four outboard H-ls shut down 6.1 sec.
later, also 1.9 sec. earlier than planned.
The slightly early cut-offs of the S-l s
eight engines were well within tolerance
and were attributed to slightly better
than expected performance of the stage.

The S-4 second stage separated from
the Chrysler booster 0.8 sec. after out
board engine shutdown and its six Pratt
&Whitney Aircraft RL10 liquid hydro
gen engines ignited 1.7 sec. later as
planned. The S-4 burned from 1
+ 150.5 sec. to T 4-473.4, for a total of
322.9 sec. This was 1 sec. shorter than
planned and the cutoff was commanded
By the vehicle's guidance system when
it calculated that orbital velocity had
been achieved.

Cape Kennedy-Ninth and next-to-
last two-stage Satuin-1 vehicle flew an
almost perfect trajectory as it orbited
a 3200-lb Pegasus meteoroid detection
satellite from here May 25. The per
formance of the first industry-built
booster stage easily matched that ot
eight previous vehicles built by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The two-stage Saturn SA-8, which was
the eighth Saturn-1 manufactured in
the 10-vehicle program but the ninth
to be flown so far, consisted of a
Chrysler Corp.-built S-l first stage and
a Douglas Aircraft Co.-built SA second
stage It was the first of two S-l stages
built by Chrysler. The other eight were
built by NASA's Marshall Spce Flight
Center, Huntsville, Ala. The payload
included a boilerplate North American
Aviation, Inc., Apollo command/service
module unit and a Fairchild Hiller
Corp. Pegasus satellite.

The Pegasus, second of three such
satellites to be flown in the Saturn-1
program to determine the meteroid flux
in space, was folded and stowed inside
the hollow Apollo service module during
boost flight. Once orbit had been

4N flMtf WCHNOIOGY, May 31, 1965

Defense Fund Outlook
Washington-There will be no dra

matic reduction in the defense expen
ditures in the near future, Defense Sec
retary Robert S. McNamara has told the
House Defense Appropriations Subcom
mittee. He predicted that total defense
Dept. spending for the next five years
would continue "a slow creep upward"
from the current level of $49 billion.

McNamara, during closed hearings
held earlier this year, said: "I think the
probabilities are on the order of 5 to 1
that at no time in the next five years
will defense expenditures fall below $45
billion per year."

21
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Quotes all taped on T.V. newscasts and Specials about
GT-Z, on June 2,, 1965

CBS-TV-Harry Reasoner 7:00 p.m. newscast quote: n. . • sighting an
object in space, something with big arms sticking out of it.
Apparentlyk it's another satellite—hopefully."

Later CBS-TV newscast, 8:55 p.m. from Gemeni Control. Quote by
1X.X Al Chop: "The spacecraft commander, Jim McDivitt, has reported
sighting an object in space. He said it appeared to have big arms
sticking out. Perhaps another (pause) or a satellite. He said he
had taken some motion pictures of this object, but the sun's position
made it difficult to keep the object in view. VJe have had no further
voice communication with the spacecraft since that time."
Cronkite continued: "Later, the mystery may have been cleared up
when it was disclosed that our Pegasus satellite, which looks like
it has arms, was flying over the United States where McDivitt says
tiat he saw the object. Pegasus' job is to measuee micro-meteorites."

11:00 p.m.
NBC-TV-Richard Harkness/newscast quote: ". • .James McDivitt even
spotted another space object in orbit. He reported to earth that it
had big arms sticking out."

NBC-TV news conference with Chris Kraft at Houston. Quote by Mr. Kraft:
"Gemeni Control 5 has just said the GT-4 has sighted what is apparently
another satellite and have photographed it, and apparently it had
arms and antenna." (Newsman question about the possibility of
satellite collisions followd Kraft's quote. His xrssx answer: "As
long as they don't bump with ours we don't worry about it. • .We
know the orbits of all the satellites that are up there, and they're
not in any of the orbits we're in and the odds —if you tried to
put it in the same orbit — of bumping into it (laughter) I'd hesitate
to say how high they are. But they're high."

NOTE: It was during this conference (with Kraft) that Kraft was
slipped a slip of paper and then made this announcement.



ITwin Voskhod Believed;
|'Surprise7 Seen by Reds!
| By J. F. TER HORST |the Voskhod 2flight than it has:

North American Newspaper Alliance |admitted publicly. 1
I United States space sleuths Rep. Wesley Vivian, D-Mich.,,v
'won't say so publicly, but they f scientist and member of the's

'ZtZCG fhthV thl •!urpnSe three-man capsule, but V,;satellite the two Soviet cosmo-iSoviets turned £ne ft
naute passed n outer.space was Mo a ..compression" chamber a
one the Russians had launched ,(an air lockfso one of ^ twQ.a
v thnH, simultaneouslv Wlth cosmonauts aboard could exit r

t j j i.u • tto -j land re-enter the capsule withoutiiiIndeed, there is U.S. evidence; aff ect i ng the life-support g
that the second satellite was but systems within voskhod itself." 8
one of several launched at the yivian, the only space-age]
cam© rime nr\n nut inrn an ..... _ •* S ° *same time and put into an scientist'in Congress, has been't
orbital path similar to Vos- Mowing closely the Soviet'

rr^S'r> • -j 'space program as well as the:
The Russians have said only American effort to achieve!

that Col. Pavel Belyayev,!superiority mthat field ]
Voskhod commander, "cried; He said there is reason to!
with surprise'when he and his;believe that Leonov had con-1
copilot, Lt. Col. Alexei Leonov, jsiderable difficulty re-entering
saw the second man-made Voskhod 2 and also that the
satellite approximately "onelSpace ship ran into re-entry
kilometer away from the ship."Jheat problems which accounted
That would beabout 1.200 yards. Ifor its unplanned landing in a"

But there are some U.S. space remote forest in Central Asia. E
experts who believe the second | Vivian was a vice president of ti
capsule was sent aloft in hopes Conductron Corp., an electron-
that Leonov might actually getlies research firm at Ann Arbor,
close enough during his stay Mich., and Los Angeles before
outside the Voskhod to "har-. entering Congress this year,
n e s s " the second orbiting Before that he was a physicist
satellite to his own space ship. >and research analyst at the

Or, in what would have been a' University of Michigan and
sensational Buck Rogers feat, |worked on the development of
jnter the second capsule and' the Bomarc missile.
Mlot it down to earth.

Distance prevented any such
; p a c e gymnastics. Leonov
• e m a i n e d tethered to the
/oskhod with what he called "a
•ope," although no one has said
low long the rope was.

As a matter of fact, the U.S.)
uiows a great deal more about
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Astronauts Ten Thei
Stories

HOUSTON, Tex. (AP)—
The story of an adventure
crammed with mysterious
satellites, a stroll hi space
and the anxiety of ljiing
four dava in a hostile ewvV*
ronmei^f unfolds to- the"
World today.

Astronauts James McDi
vitt and Edward White re
late their experiences to
newsmen today, then re
ceive congratulations from
President Johnson.

In a switch of plans, the
astronauts and their wives
chose to ask President John
son to come to Houston so
Congratulations could be
shared with all employes of
the Manned Spacecraft Cen
ter.

• • *

JOHNSON had invited the
two spacemen and their
families to his Texas ranch
for the weekend. Yesterday
the President offered instead
to make his first visit to the
space center, tiie "Astro
nauts' home."

An official of the National ' •
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration said:

"The gracious offer of the
-President overwhelmed the
"^auts and their wives.

r eadily accepted so the
. rs could be shared with

the people who made the
flight possible."

A White House spokes
man said McDivitt and •
White welcomed the change
so they could spend more "•
time with their families.

day he had a "little some- f
thing" for them. /'

Afterwards, Johnson is • .
expected to tour the center, I j
including mission control
from where the Gemini 4
space flight was controlled
and monitored.

* *> *

, OFFICIALS revealed yes-
<terday that a third sighting >
of a mysterious object in \

: space was made during a
pass over China. McDivitt
had reported seeing an
object over Hawaii and an
other over Eastern Asia.

A recheck of the 1,400
frames of film taken by
McDivitt turned Up five of
a glob of light with a white
tail and triangular glow
above it.

The object has not been
Identified. Photographs
taken of it were not recog
nizable, a . NASA oficiai
said.

Mention of the third \
sighting came during the •
afternoon debriefing of the :
two Air Force majors. /

"TODAY IS my birth
day," McDivitt told the
crowd welcoming him home
yesterday. "I've had a lot
of birthdays, I'm not going
to tell you how many—but
I've never had one like
today."

Actually McDivitt's 36th
birthday celebration began
Wednesday night with a
cake-cutting ceremony
aboard the aircraft carrier
USS Wasp, the ship that
recovered the Gemini 4
capsule from th*e Atlantic,.

At the McDivitt homayfa
few miles south of the
Manned Spacecraft Center
he was greeted by a delega
tion of neighborhood chil
dren who shyly presented
him a,erudely lettered "hap-
by birthday" sign.

THE ASTRONAUTS re-
t turned to Houston yesrer-
, day, and White said their-

homecoming was an evemV"
second only to the succesjs-

Iful splashdown Monday. The
Tieroes were met with hugs

and kisses from their wives
nd children at Ellington

Mr Force Base, then had a
brief lunch and private chat ;

p .at their homes before con- i
\ | -tinuing- the debriefing ,uf,

' ,:their four-day journey lata
•space. '• ;
> Details of Johnson's visit,I
and wheljierhe will present \
the special medals or \
{awards to the space twins
are not known. The Presi-

'- -> deat tol^the twp last Mon

McDrVTTT ate birthday
cake at lunch with his wife,
Pat, and children Michael,
8, Ann Lynn, 6, and Patrick,
4, in the privacy of his
home. The angel food cake'
Mrs. John Sanders of Beria,
baked by a sister-in-law,
Ohio, bore the lettering,
"Happy Birthday, By Gem
ini."

White, his wife, Pat, and
children, Eddie, 11 and
Bonnie Lynn 9, paddled
about happily in a neigh
bor's swimming pool. White
showed no signs of strain
from his 20-minute walk in
space June 3.

The space twins started
their day at Mayport, Fla.,
saying farewells to the
crew of the Wasp.

They also received the
first of many expected
awards, a copy of the Flori
da State ' seal from Gov.
Hayden Burns, as they
stepped on firm ground for
the first time since the
blastoff at Cape Kennedy
June 3.

• * *

FLAGS FLAPPED in a
breeze and the Navy band
played "happy birthday to
you." After the brief cere
mony, the two smiling
space heoes boarded a four-
engine jet for the 2-hour
and 15-minute flight to El
lington AFB.

As the plane rolled to a
stop, the astronauts emerg
ed and were engulfed with
little arms, legs and kisses.
McDivitt circled his arms
around his three tykes andi
lifted them to his chest
several times. I

Bonnie Lynn White leap
ed into her dady's arms,
planting a big kiss on his
cheelc. Then it was the

wives' turns. They stood j|
with their arms around i
their husbands' waists,),
beaming with pride.

r

Occasionally they kissed.
* * *

THEN IT was the turn
of the parents, retired Air
Force Maj. Gen. Edward H.
White and Mrs. White, and
Mr. and Mrs. James McDi
vitt of Jackson, Mich.

Each family went home
for a lot of family living.
Neighbors cheered as the
spacemen came home after
being away since MayJ23.
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It's a joyful moment for astronauts James McDivitt, foreground, and Ed White as' they are reunited with
their families at Ellingrton Air Force Base near Houston. (AP Wirephoto)
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Gemini Passes Midpoint
Another Satellite

Tu.** i>, 1<HS"

McDivitt Sees
Object Believed
Of U.S. Origin

By WILLIAM fflNES * •
Star Staff Writer

HOUSTON, Tex.—Astronauts
James McDivitt and Edward
White passed the halfway mark
in their long Gemini flight this
afternoon after an eventful sec
ond day in orbit which included
a rare satellite sighting in space.

There is still no firm indication
of what the thing was—with

S\cAT

' Other Stories on the Historic Gemini
Mission. Page A-3

"arms and antennas." to quote
McDivitt. It was spotted about
5:30 p.m. (EDT) yesterday
while the spacecraft was over
South America.

McDivitt told the Mission
Control Center here that he had
photographed the object of
which he had in sight for just'
a little while. •*

His Description

"It had big arms sticking
out of it, it looked like," Mc
Divitt said.

"I only had it for just a min
ute. I got a couple of pictures of
it with the movie camera and
one with the Hasselblad (a 70
millimeter Swedish-made still
camera). But I was in free drift
and before I could get the con
trol back I, drifted into the sun

. and lost it."

The U.S. official space track
ing registry shows that 10 ob
jects in space were within 600

, miles of the Gemini craft at the
*"*time.

All were identified as being of
U.S. origin, which would be
expected since Soviet spSbcecraft
customarily orbit in different
directions from American

vspacecraft.

Pegasus Was~r'Near"T

The space tracking center
(Spadats) of the North Ameri
can Air Defense Command
indicated that Pegasus 2,
launched from Cape Kennedy
late last-month, was about 1,250
miles^o'm the spacecraft at the
timetf sighting. It was in the,
right direction to be observed,
but at that distance it would
proba'ly be distinguishabe only
as a-point of light—not as an
object, with arms and antennas,

Pegasus 2 is the second micro-
meterioid satellite to be .lofted
as part of the Saturn super-
booster development program.

In space it has huge wing-like
extensions nearly 100 feet across
and would look something like
an' airplane to a nearby ob
server. Its size is comparable
to a Lockheed Electra turbo
prop commercial airliner.

The 10 objects listed as being
within 600 miles included five
pieces of "space junk" varying
in size from six inches to two
feet in width and 15 inches to
six feet in length.

First Spotting for U.S.

The only thing on the list big
enougfc to be spotted from dis
tance with anything except
sensitive radar (not present on
this Gemini craft) was a piece of
debris 10 by 20feet in size from
one of the two Pegasus launeh-
ings. Its distance was 460 miles.

The sighting was the first
occasion in 80 spacecraft hours
of U.S. manned flight experience
on which aisforonaute spotted
something in space that had not
been placed in orbit along with

ij^ihe occupied spacecraft. Soviet
Cosmonaut Alexei Leonov, the
first man to "walk in space,"
reported seeing.another satellite

Jin the course of his 244iour mis
sion last March.

V^

ed for Gemini Flight
One mystery - ahout the close to infinitesimal, he said.'

flight was apparently'cleared
up today.

On Friday, McDivitt re
ported-seeing an object with
"l-iiu arms fifiplrinc nut." TJf-big arms sticking out." Of1-

'fePivittlsaw Pegasus_2, a
ficials here now believe that

U.S. satellite
wings tw~Sei
Tfejf

Gemini and Pegasus at the
time of the sighting haoroTTg
inally located the two some.
1200 miles apart-
McDivitt to have

too_Jar_jfox
seen it

the detail heTdescribed. Later
data showed these fixes to
have been wrong.

The space 'detecting and
tracking system of the North
American Air Defense Com
mand placed 10 of the several
hundred pieces of space "junk"
in the ' general area of the
sighting at the time, as well
as the 26,000rpound Pegasus.
Gemini Flight' Director Eu
gene Kranz said all the frag
ments were of American manu
facture. The Russians usually
fire their satellites into a dif
ferent orbit, he said.
. At one point, McDivitt said
the object he sighted was some
10 or 12,miles away and that
he took a picture of it and "I
just hope it turns out."

"There.'s an awful lot of
junk up there," a NASA
spokesman • explained, "but
there's an awful lot of 'up
there' for it to float around
in." Even though most U.S,
spacecraft are in very similar
orbits the chances of two of
them colliding are still very

There was relatively little;
conversation on the passes]
around the' world, except for!
the routine.business of space;
and the experiments. ' , |

Feeling the inactivity andi
the cramped quarters, Mc
Divitt asked for and got per
mission for exercise- with the
stretch cord in the space cabin, i

Earlier he had told flight of-j
•ficials he felt "a trifle weary''
and reported: j

"My throat's a little dry. And I
our eyes were bothering us[
about the end of the first dayf
quite a bit, but that's alii
cleared up now."

Flight doctors said they ex-[
pected both the dryness and
the eye-smarting and were not
concerned. It is due to breath
ing 100 per cent oxygen for
long periods.

White and McDivitt com
pleted exactly half the mission
at the end of the 31st orbit,
off Savannah, Ga., at 12:17 p.m.

By that time they had cov
ered 880,000 miles — mileage
enough for two round trips to t
the moon.

The burned-out Titan 2
rocket casing finally plunged
back •into the earth's atmos
phere over the mid-Atlantic
at 1:30 p.m. today and burned
up.

This unsuccessful attempt
at rendezvous was the only
disappointment on the mission,
which was highlighted by all
the excitement and tension of
White's "walk" of some 20
minutes across the United
States on the third orbit last
Thursday. , ,^ , •
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DESPITE THE .DISCREPANCIES, FEDERAL SPACE AGENCY OFFICIALS

APPEARED STILL LEAmImg TOWARD THE IDEA THE OBJECT WAS PEGASUS-2, WHOSE

9S-F00T "BAT WI^S " WOULD MATCH MCDIVITT'S DESCRIPTIOM.

IF SO, IT WOULD FORCE A DRASTIC REVISION Im CURRENT CONCEPTS OF

•EYEBALL • SIGHTIMG I" SPACE.

AS FAR AS A «SPY-I M-THE-SKY " SATELLITE WAS CONCERNED, THE DEFEASE

DEPARTMENT AvSWERED THE QUERY AS IT ANSWERS ALL SUCH QUERIES—-MO

COMMENT.*

THE UNITED STATES LAUNCHES "SKY-SPIES , " MOSTLY PICTURE-TAKING SAMOS

SATELLITES, ImTO POLAR o<MCRTH-S0UTH) ORBITS FROM VAwDEmBERG AIR FORCE

BASE, CALIF. OWE WAS FIRED I NT 0 A- 287-510-MILE ORBIT JAM. 19} ANOTHER

INTO A 130-400-MILE PATH MARCH llj AmD STILL AMOTHER ON A 330-470-MILE

COURSE MARCH 18.

BUT THE "SPY* SATELLITES, PARTICULARLY SAMOS, REMAIN ALOFT FOR

OMLY SHORT PERIODS AmD DO mOT mEED THE GIAWT SOLAR CELL "PANELS "—

POSSIBLY MCDIVITT'S "BIG ARMS*-*-THAT MOST MOOmLETS CARRY FOR POWER.;

PLUS, AS OmE OBSERVER POINTED OUT, "IF IT WAS ImDEED A SPY

SATELLITE, IT'S POSSIBLE THE FACT WILL mEVER BE CONFIRMED OFFICIALLY."

—» THE GREATEST MYSTERY WAS THE LACK OF AWTHIMS OM MCDIVITT'S FILM.

A//KA VWe'VE YET TO FImD ANYTHING THAT RESEMBLES A PICTURE OF A SATELLITE •
\ •——: -

x. SAID A SPACE AGENCY SPOKESMAN AFTER. VIEWING FILM. FROM GEMI"I-4.

\ AmD, HE SAID, "APPARENTLY WE'RE MOT GOING TO COME UP WITH '

ANYTHING..^

JT3
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MIGHT LEAD MYSTERY—WITH SPACE

BY ALVIM ,B. WEBB JR .

UNITED PRESS" INTERNATIONAL

SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, JUmE 9 (UPI)--SOME WILL CALL IT AN "UNIDEN
TIFIED FLYING OBJECT," OTHERS A "MYSTERY SATELLITE." BUT ASTRONAUT
JAMES MCDIVITT MAY NEVER REALLY FImD OUT WHAT THAT STRANGE OBJECT WAS

HE SAW In SPACE.

• , -*-t--- - T T•— --

HIS «HI«I-« SPACESHIP WAS SOARI* 1*0 ITS-SECOND ^ULL DAY IM ORBIT
UST FRIDAY WHENJCiIVm1ADI^THATJ5£J^^
BIC ARMS STICKS OUT.- HE MIICKLY SAPPED SOME PICTURES , HE SAID.

AMD THE MYSTERY BEGAN.

SpACLi51vCY_pZZICIitLSAiDJHiY_B^^ .
23 ,...pn„MD PESASUS-2 -SPACE SWEEPER • THE UNITED STATES LAU^HED_^
y^m^^Ji^^ APPEA^D^MLLABOUL^I
MILES AWAY .AVDCLCSI^ TI^U'J^^^^J^^^!^!^ H
IM A MUCH HIGHER CRBIT-AT THE TIME.

"NETWORK TELEVISIOM NEWSMAN SAID SU«DAY HE HAD LEARNED THE
OBJECT WAS 0* OK ANUMBER OF O.BITI* U.S. *PY-I«-THE-SKY • SATELLITES.
p^ ,.n»,TTT.S DESCRIPTION OP WjajglJMgLJgLggSi^

:DESCRIPTION OF THE K^jSnT^^L^l^^

I,, rT-TTT "' '""" »OTHI»e -i^^^S
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•^frst Industry-Built Saturn 1
Puts Pegasus-2 in Precise Orbit

USOIr

Cape Kennedy-Ninth and next-to-
last two-stage Saturn-1 vehicle flew an
almost perfect trajectory as it orbited
a 3,200-lb. Pegasus meteoroid detection
satellite from here May 25. The per
formance of the first industry-built
booster stage easily matched that of
eight previous vehicles built by National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The two-stage Saturn SA-8, which was
the eighth Saturn-1 manufactured in
the 10-vehicle program but the ninth
to be flown so far, consisted of a
Chrysler Corp.-built S-l first stage and
a Douglas Aircraft Co.-built S-4 second
stage. It was the first of two S-l stages
built by Chrysler. The other eight were
built by NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center, Huntsville, Ala. The payload
included a boilerplate North American
Aviation, Inc., Apollo command/service
module unit and a Fairchild Hiller
Corp. Pegasus satellite.

The Pegasus, second of three such
satellites to be flown in the Saturn-1
program to determine the meteroid flux
in space, was folded and stowed inside
the hollow Apollo service module during
boost flight.- Once orbit had been

achieved, the command/service module
unit was spring-jettisoned and the
Pegasus—still attached to the S-4 sec
ond stage—extended to its full 96-ft
span.

Saturn SA-8 lifted off from Complex
37B here at 2:35 a.m. EST, precisely
on-time. The four inboard Rocketdyne
H-1 engines of the S-l booster burned
for T + 141.9 sec. before shutting down "•
—1.9 sec. earlier than planned. The
four outboard H-ls shut down 6.1 sec.
later, also 1.9 sec. earlier than planned.
The slightly early cut-offs of the S-l's
eight engines were well within tolerance
and were attributed to slightly better
than expected performance of the stage.

The S-4 second stage separated from
the Chrysler booster 0.8 sec. after out
board engine shutdown and its six Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft RL10 liquid hydro
gen engines ignited 1.7 sec. later as
planned. The S-4 burned from T
4-150.5 sec. to T +473.4, for a total of
322.9 sec. This was 1 sec. shorter than
planned and the cutoff was commanded
by the vehicle's guidance system when
it calculated that orbital velocity had
been achieved. -

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, May 31, 1965

I Pega5us-2 entered a
gee of 314.1-mi^
mi., an orbital period of ^J/Sfftiin/^ted
an angular inclination to the equatonof
31.77 deg. These values were virtua|y
identical topre-planned figures of 314.r6-
mi. perigee, 465.7-mi. apogee, 97i9-
min. period, and 31.76-deg. inclination.

Total weight in orbit was 32,800 lb.
and was distributed this way:
• Spent S-4 stage, 14,600 lb.
• Instrument (guidance) unit, 2,600 lb.
• Pegasus, 3,200 lb.
• Pegasus support truss and adapter,
2,700 lb. v

The boilerplate Apollo command/
service module weighed 9,700 lb.

Milton B. Ames, Jr., director of space
vehicles in NASA headquarters/Office
of Advanced Research & Technology,
predicted that Pegasus-2 would record
between 470 and 525 meteoroid hits on
its instrumented wings during the course
of the next year. More than half of
these hits, he said, could be expected to
penetrate the panels with 1.5-mil thick
outer surface aluminum sheets and the
remainder to penetrate the 8-mil and
16-mil thick sheets. The 1.5-mil sheets
comprise 88 sq. ft. of Pegasus' 2,276
sq. ft. instrumented wing surface. The
8-mil sheets account for 188 sq. ft. and
the 16-mil sheets 2,000 sq. ft.

Ames also said that despite shorting
problems on some panels of Pegasus-1,
launched last Feb. 16, NASA has veri!
fied more than 70 penetrations on that
first satellite. Of this total, 54 have been
recorded on the 1.5-mil panels, which
are still operable. The 8-mil panels are
now all dead as a result of shorting
(AW&ST May 24, p. 25) and only a
•few of the 16-mil sheets are still func
tioning, he added.

The day after launch, Ames reported
that PegasuB-2 had already recorded two
meteoroid penetrations, one through a
1.5-mil panel about 6 hr. after launch
and the other through an 8-mil panel
early in the morning of May 26. Ames
said that the rate of penetrations was
in accord with meteoroid data returned
by Pegasus-1, Explorers 16 and 23.
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Alarm Over Oxygen False
Continued,'̂ rom Page A-l

man for control of the Gemini 4
mission. •>•> i, *

The decision to eliminate the
Sunday orbit'cjHuige le'aves Mc
Divitt and White—rookies in the
astronaut business three days
ago but now America's most
seasonedspace veterans—with a
chance to catch up on their
sleep. They are also under or
ders from their, wives and from
chief medical officer Charles A.
Ber-ry to drink lots of water to
avoid dehydration.

"Quiet Period"

Berry has prescribed an 18-
hour "quiet period" for the
crew and said last night he
hopes the space men will get
eight or nine hours of rest each
at a stretch.

The two astronauts, who have
been in space since 11:16 a.m.
EDT Thursday in the most am
bitious U.S. manned space mis
sion yet undertaken, passed the
halfway mark of their four-day
voyage at 12:15 p.m. yesterday.
They are scheduled to be back
on the surface of the earth
shortly after 1 p.m. tomorrow.

Already far and away the
most experienced space travel-;
ers on the U.S. astronaut team,
McDivitt and White completed
39y2 trips around the world at
[midnight last night. The aggre
gate flight experience of Ameri
ca's six other orbital astronauts
jis only about 30 global revolu
tions.

McDivitt and White passed the
million-mile mark at about 8:45
p.m. EDT Saturday.

The Gemini 4 mission beg
as a real cliff-hanger, but his
settled into a routine whiqh
pleases officials of the National

Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration almost as much as it
distresses television executives,
who are trying at great expense,

fever heat. i jD"ie° trouble with the oxygen
Amajor purpose of this flight^system. This proved to be a

was to shake down procedures ;misinterpretation of the actual
and personnel before attempting 'situation, which had been fore-
even more extensive missionsifgeen and compensated for, ac

cording to space program offi
cials.

The astronauts have 5 or 10
hours more oxygen than they
will need in the primary oxygen
system and a secondaryjsystem

„wyM extensive _.
leading eventually, to the landing
of men on the moon. Space
officials were particularly happy'
over the durability of equipment
both on the ground and in the
spacecraft.

About the only trouble that has'. linac-ujfy'proHbfy will not have
cropped up in the complicated —-• -«^
control system here was in a
transformer that heated up
yesterday morning.

The "voice of Gemini," Paul
P. Haney, described the quick
replacement of the electrical
part in these words:

'The scene then became
something like a pit stop •at
Indianapolis. About three people
descended on the console, pulled
the front and the back off,
reached in very quickly and took
out a small electrical device. It
was replaced in a matter of j
minutes."

The third calendar day of the-
McDivitt-White mission—begin
ning at midnight' Friday and
running to last midnight—was
carried out in clockwork fashion.
Problems arising from over-use
of fuel during a rendezvous
exercise early in the flight had
been overcome and a onpe-dis-
rupted schedule was back «m the
track. J-^rJEH . >

Interest centered on McDiv-i
itt's sighting and photographing
of a space satellite during a
brief encounter on Friday. A1-'
though identity of theobject will
not be known until films are de
veloped, and perhaps not then,
evidence pointed to the big
winged U.S. satellite Pegasus 2.

The Titan 2 second-stage rock
et body which boosted McDivitt
and White into space and with
which a rendezvous maneuver)
iwas attempted and abandoned,
disappeared from space about
1:30 p:m. yesterday. It entered
the atmosphere over the Atlantic
Ocean. Earlier estimates placed
the probable scene of its re
entry near the Marshall Islands
in the Pacific, halfway around
the world from where it actually
came in.

Oxygen Supply Good
flurry of excitementA flurry of excitement dis

turbed the even tenor of the day,
hen conversation on the ship-

to keep interest in the event at a jo-ground circuit indicated possi-

to tap, NASA spokesmen said
At mid-afternoon, the pilots

exchanged talk with their wives
once again, as they had done on
Friday. This time, however, the
womenwere acting as'"capsule
communicators," a job. usually
held by an astronaut.

Mrs. White proved to be a no-
nonsense type at the "Cap Com"
console as she directed the two
astronauts to "have a drink of
water, both of you—no static on
that." <

Without a hitch, she informed
the Gemini crew that "your
booster entered over the Cape at
1729 . . . radars were tracking
and watched the break-up on
boresight TV."

This was a reference, to the
entryof the Titan2 upper stage.

Mrs. White is the former Pa
tricia Eileen Finegan of Wash
ington. The two White children,
Edward, 12, and Bonnie Lynn,
10 were present as their mother
took on the Cap Com role, and ^
listened to the chatter over the
monitoring circuit. They did not
speak to their father.

At the end of the conversation,
Mrs McDivitt also reminded the
astronauts to "drink some wa
ter."' It developed that the med
ics were interested in having the
men drink copiously in order to
avoid dehydration.

Both astronauts have men
tioned dryness in .the throat,
which is characteristic, of long
periods of breathing-, pur* oxy
gen. Physicians prescribed
water and also urged the metiAp
have a "good long sleep" befo^;
:the. final hectic 24 hours begsf
early this afternoon. JrN

Could Stay a Week

The question of a possible
extension of the space flight was
posed by a reporter. It is not
known what gave rise to the
question, but there was specula
tion that statements about
"more than 100 orbits" mi.
have brought it about/ It is
fact that the spacecraftjs. now ire
an orbit in which it cffuld stay
without "decaying" into re-entry
for more than 100 hours, or
about a week.

On the other hand, the food,
water, oxygen, battery power
(supply and fuel are all limited,
and these would undoubtedly run
out before the orbital h'fetime of
the spacecraft would end.

It was recalled that in the
earliest project Mercury flights,)
such as that of John Glenn in.|
February, 1962, the astronauts
were notified shortly after liftoff,
that they were "good for seven'

(orbits," although it was never
i intended to keep them up for
t more than three.

The seven-orbit reassurance
was based simply on an elec
tronic computer's judgment that
the spacecraft would not re
enter the atmosphere prema

turely, and this was the case
with the "100 orbit" pronounce
ment made on the current,Gemi-

;ni flight. " '•' .
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Orbit-by-Orbit Report:
'Good Shape Up Here'
•HOUSTON, Tex. (AP)—Here

is an orbit-by orbit log for the
third day of the Gemini 4 mis
sion:

Orbit No. 30 (9:08 a.m.)—
While talking to the Carnarvon
tracking station, McDivitt re
ported that the craft was "in
good shape up here." Carnarvon
told McDivitt he looked good
from the ground. Mission control
reported that communications
with Geftini 4 continued to im
prove as the mission wore on.

Orbit No. 31 (10:42 A.M.)—
Gemini 4 reached the mid-point
in its' planned four-day flight at
the^nd of the 31st orbit. Mc
Divitt reported he thought he
needed more exercise and per
mission was given for him to use
the stretch cord more often. "I
just haven't moved around very
much'," he said.

Orbit No. 21 (12:15 P.M.)-
Mission control said it was "fair
ly well convinced, in all proba
bility" the satellite McDivitt j
reported seeing and photograph- •
ingyesterday wasPegasus2.Mc-

\ Divitt said he slept four hours
this morning and "it was the
best sleep I've had so far." He
said he also had about "10 or 15

| gulps of water" after he awoke.
' Orbit No. 33 (1:49 P.M.)-

Followed Gemini 4 flight plan.
The spacecraft passed over
Cuba.

Orbit No. 34 (3:23 P.M.)—Mc-:
Divitt and White conversed with'
their .wives via, the command1
network. Paul Haney, NASA
flight commentator, introduced
the wiyes as "two new capsule
communicators.'' Each wife was
emphatic in ordering her hus
band to "drink" some water."
The astronauts were also told to
get several hours sleep. White
|was the first togo to sleep.
I ORBIT No. 35 (3:58 p.m.)—
iOnly small amount of activity

and voice communication. The
astronauts were told to get plen-l
ty of rest. White continued to
sleep. As the spacecraft neared
the west coast of Mexico, a
tracking ship gave McDivitt a
go-ahead for 48 orbits.

Orbit No. 36 (5:35 p.m.)—
Gemini tracking stations con
fined their activities to reading
radio signals of spacecraft and
flight crew environmental sys
tems. White slept at one point
and mission control said it was
possible that McDivitt was also
asleep.

Orbit No. 37 (7:09 p.m.)—
Mission control reported: "In
approximately one hour, our
Gemini 4 flight crew will have
rolled up an accumulative total
of space flight time equal to that
achieved in all previous Ameri
can space flights." The United
States had nearly 65man-hours in
space prior to the Gemini flight.

*m*am H
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Strange 'Moons'
HnnsTON (AP)—The storyr The second object has notHOUSlON (An » identified. Photographs1

Nam into direct combat. This,
it said, showed the United
States was stepping up the
fighting to the level of a
Korea-type war.

JOHNSON BLAMED

FOR PANIC

Peking said Johnson's order
caused panic in the West and
resulted in an official denial.

"But the denial is itself
more revealing," Peking com-

Imented. "The White House
Statement laid bare the fact
that as early as March the
U.S. troops in South Viet Nam
were authorized to take active
patrolling and securing
action."

of an adventure crammed with
mysterious satellites, a stroll
in space and the anxiety of
living four days in a hostile
environment unfolded to the
world today. -

Astronauts James McDivitt came during
and Edward White related debriefing of

been identified. Photographs'
taken of it were not recogniz
able, a National Aeronauticsj
and Space Agency official!
said.

Mention of the third object
" " the afternoon

the two Air

their experiences to newsmen Force majors.
today and then received con- Picture On Page 18
gratulations from President
Lyndon B. Johnson.

In a switch of plans, the
astronauts and their wives
chose to ask President John
son to come to Houston so
congratulations could be
shared with all employes of
the manned spacecraft center.

Johnson had invited the
two spacemen and their fam
ilies to his Texas ranch for
the weekend.

The astronauts returned to
Houston yesterday, and White
said their home-coming was
an event second only to the
successful splash-down Mon
day The heroes were met with
hugs and kisses from their
wives and children at Elling
ton Air Force Base.

Officials revealed yesterday
that a third sighting of a mys
terious object in space was
made during a pass over
China. McDivitt had reported
seeing an object over Hawaii
and another over Eastern
Asia. , , ...

A recheck of the 1,400
frames of film taken by Mc
Divitt turned up five of a
glob of light with a white tail
and a triangular glow above
it. l

Lynda Goes Digging
President Johnson's daughter Lynda,

digs into America's past at a 500-year-old
Indian pueblo in the heart of the Goldwater
country. Page 5.

4 Children Die In Traffic
The names of four youngsters have been

added to the traffic death toll in Indianap-
olis and Marion County, bringing a warning
to motorists to beware of pupils on vacation.
Page 2. * * *

The Door Is Open
AMichigan City pharmacist will realize a dream-come-

true nert week when he plays in the National Open golf
tournament in St. Louis. Page 28.

Miss Johnson
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Trip to Johnson Ranch Postponed

LBJ to Visit Twins
SPACE CENTER, Houston,

June 11 (UPD - Gemini twins
James McDivitt and Edward
White, home at last, were set

.today to tell the nation and
President Johnson what it was *
like to take a cosmic walk and
to see other satellites in space. -

Ahead for the two men who
now hold every U.S. record in
space lay visits to Chicago, Ann
Arbor and Jackson, Mich., and
San Antonio, Tex., for
celebrations on the note sounded
by a youngster who greeted
Maj. White in Houston:

"I touched him! I touched
him!"

PRESS CONFERENCE

The astronauts were
scheduled to face a major press
conference at noon today to
relive, before a nationwide
audience, the spacevvalk, the
unsuccessful "rende z v o u s "
attempt, the satellite spottings
by Maj. McDivitt, and the
grueling ordeal of the four days
inside Gemini-4.

(Mai^jfeDivitt yesterday,

during the Gemini-4 journey but
made no attempt to phntarLvrft

_as he did the first two. —

(He said the third object
resembled a moving star, t

After >the conference, there
will be a personal visit with
President Johnson, who
promised to stop by the Manned
Spacecraft Center near Houston
today en route from Washington
to his Texas farm near Johnson
City.

Majs. McDivitt and White left
the carrier Wasp at
Jacksonville, Fla., 'yesterday
and started "the greatest"
journey back home to Houston
and- their patiently waiting I
families. |

The spacemen had been ex
pected to spend this weekend
at President Johnson's ranch
at his invitation instead, they
decided to remain with their
families at home before begin
ning a schedule that included
an informal dinner with con-

ASTRQNAU£j%pT$\
SECOND SATELLITE*
"HOUSTON (AP)-Astro- |
naut James McDivitt spot- I
ted a second satelljfe. in
space last night at 1(k38 as
his Gemini 4 capsule passed
over -the Pacific on its' 38th
orbit.

The object was further
away than the one spotted
Friday, he reported. He; took
a photograph of the satel
lite.

Mission control center
had alerted the astronauts
that the U.S. Pegasus 2 sat-'
ellite would pass, but they
should have seen it about an
hour earlier, at 9:39.

A/cI)/v/7'f
W-p
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gressmen and civic leaders in
Houston Sunday and a ticker-
tape parade in Chicago Monday.

White House spokesman said
the astronauts probably will vis
it the LBJ Ranch later this
summer.

For Mr. McDivitt, yesterday
was a special day-his 36th
birthday. The event hardly went
unnoticed. "Happy Birthday, by
Gemini," read the baked angel
food cake at the McDivitt house
hold on his return around mid
day.

Would Pat McDivitt like to
follow her famout husband in
space? "Not me, buddy," she
replied emphatically.

Luna Far Off Course
MOSCOW, June 11 (UPD -

Russia's moon rocket, wide of
its target by 100,000 miles,
raced thru space today toward
an expected orbit of the sun.

The Russians announced last
night that an engine aboard
Luna 6 — their 3000 pound,
unmanned satellite — failed to
respond to a radio signal from
earth to change course.

Russia's previous moon probe,
Luna 5, hit its target a month
ago. But Westerners believe it
crashed into the moon after
failing to make a soft-landing.

The communists have never
disclosed what Luna 6's mission
was._

*VoTe ^

MysterySatellite
-Was It **
Just A Ghost?

HOUSTON, Tex. - AP —

The mystery satellite sighted
on the Gemini 4 flight is like
ly to remain a mystery—space
officials cannot find the pic
tures astronaut James Mc

Divitt took of the strange

space object.
Julian Scheer, national areo- f

nautics and space administra
tion public affairs officer, said
tec;i licians have looked at
eve.-y frapie of film taken by
McDivitt and cannot find the
satellite.

McDivitt said it looked as
big as a second stage of a
Saturn rocket, which is 110
feet long aftd had long arms
and antenna, which would re
semble the Pegasus satellite.

Scheer noted the Gemini
capsule "was traveling pretty

, fast (17,500 miles per hour)
I and the other satellite would
1have been; too, and it's pos-
' sible McDivitt simply missed

it with his camera."^



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Washington, D.C. 20546

Office of the Administrator
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Honorable Robert H. Michel

Bouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

> Dear Mr. Michel:

•a This is in reply to your letter concerning an article which
^ appeared in True Magazine, and the inquiry from Mr. James

Beedle of WAAP Radio, Peoria, Illinois, on the subject of
U unidentified objects (UFO's) encountered in flight.

1 NASA has not engaged in "tracking" or surveillance of UFO's,
<g> ,and plays no role in such activities. The Air Force does

t/ maintain records and has investigated information of this kind.

Concerning the object Lt. Colonel McDivitt saw during the GT-4
flight, the North American Air Defense Command ran a tracking
check on objects which could have been in the area. They
identified 10 known objects and NASA later released a photo
graph which lit. Colonel McDivitt took of the object he saw.
We believe it to be a rnr-Vftf fraftft or spent aennnrl «tggft of
a rocket.

With respect to the pictures of Mars which are scheduled to
be taken by Mariner IV on July 14, project officials have
announced that the first pictures will be released within
36 to 48 hours later. A copy of the News Release and a tran
script of a Conference of Mariner officials held at Pasadena
last week, will be helpful in explaining the complex processing
to receive and transform the radio signal into "pictures" from
134 million miles away. You may be assured that the public
will share in man's first close-up look at Mars if the project
is successful.

Sincerely yours,
Origins signed by

R'C"ard L. Cal/affhan
Richard L. Catiaghan
Assistant Administrator

Enclosure for Legislative Affairs



July 29, 1966

Action Line
The Washington Star
Washington, D.C. 20003

Dear Sirs:

Your Wednesday, July 27* answer about the UFO
sighted by Astronaut McDivitt said that nothing
had turned out on film taken at the time.

This is incorrect. NASA photo 65-H-1013 (a copy
of which is on file at NICAP) shows three frames
of 16 mm movie film, exposed by McDivitt, contain
ing an image of an unidentified object.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Hall
RH:h Assistant Director
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AL. APPEAL, MEMPHIS,

Object Probably
Was Rocket Tank

CAPE KENNEDY. Aug 18.!
-(UPI)—That was probably a
burned-out rocket booster
stage that astronaut James A.;
McDivitt spotted in orbit dur
ing his Gemini 4 flight in June.'

Christopher Craft, Gemini
flight director, dismissed spec
ulation that McDivitt saw a
Pegasus meteoroid detection
satellite or some other space
craft during his four-day or
bital ride with Edward White.

"We think he probably saw
a tank for one of the launch:

|vehicles up there," Mr. Craft'
said^Wednesday at a news
conf e r e n c e on Thursday's
Gemini 5 mission.

The tank, or expended boost
er stage, "probably was one
of our own."
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September l, 1966

Mr. 2an Overall
12114 Maxwellton Road
Studio City, California 91604

Dear Zan:

Thanks for your letter concerning the Gemini-k
photograph. We do not have anyone concentrating
on this, and, in fact, NASA has been very uncooperative
about providing additional information. By all means,
we would be glad to have you study the case in
detail.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Hall
Assistant Director
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NASA 5~

MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER

::| OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH
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This photograph, made from 16mm movie film
exposed by Astronaut James McDivitt, shows the
satellite he observed on the 20th revolution of
his four-day space flight.

McDivitt was over Hawaii when he sighted the
object. He said the Gemini-4 spacecraft was
turning and the sun coming across the window when

fhe filmed the object.
x^cQ McDivitt was using 16mm Eastman color film
<y operating at six frames per second. The camera

was equipped with a 5mm, 160-degree field of
view lens. \

S; || 6 0 \:yC\H 0

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has
no objection to the publication of this photograph.

Its use in commercial advertising must be approved, along
with copy and layout, by the Public Affairs Officer, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston 1, Texas.
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T^honautMcDJvJfi Says
He's Seen UFOs in Space

By BILL CASE
Science Writer

'- 051. James A. McDivitt is a
Jevel-headed 'astronaut who be-
(ieves in UFOs.

As command- pilot for the
Gemini 4 earth orbiting mission,
fae's seen them in deep space.

"They're there without a
doubt," McDivitt asserted at a
press conference in Dallas Satur
day," "but what they are is any
body's guess."

McDivitt said he sighted three

• SPACE
Continued From Page 1

the feasibility^aMd capability of
. . the Apollo spaC€eH(£t and thel.

• lunar landing rnoaule fe> .safely '
•, :' 'put American astrojriauts. on the

• moon and bring them back. -

,.'•' The Apollo 9 mission will be
.the first U.S. flight in which the

' Apollo, designed for lunar mis
sions, has actually been con
nected to the lunar landing

module.

' IT IS NOW scheduled to be
boosted into a 270-mile high
,orbit around the earjb some
time next February by a giant
'Saturn V rocket. Once in- or-

'bit, McDivitt and his crew will
spend the next 10.8 days con
ducting maneuvers, engineering
and research projects and ex
haustively testing the luner
landing module.

. When reporters asked how
much difference there was be

tween commanding the Apollo
'to and the Gemni J^&cDivitt
replied: \
i "It's so completely different I
jean only describe the change by
laying:
' "Gemini 4 was a Piper Cub

•.((compared to this. The Apollo is
v fJthe latest supersonic fighter."

separate UFOs on his Gemini
mission in June 1965.

- "The first was simply a dot of
light—not a star—that moved on
a parallel course. The second
was a white tubular device with

a lbng pole sticking out of the
end, and the third' defied de
scription."

McDivitt doesn't try to analyze
UFOs. He's too busy as corn-

World Series action in color to
day at 11:30 on WBAP-TV
Channel 5. (Adv.)

f\iaiIRSlis~A""dual spacecraft
mission," he explains. "We will
continue to check out the Apollo
capsule changes brought about
by the Apollo 7 and 8 missions
,andwe willmake the first trans
fers from Apollo to the lunar
landing module."

McDivitt and his crew will go
into orbit on the three-stage

Saturn. After going into orbit
they will travel around ths earth
three times then separate from
the third stage of the rocket and
the lunar module.

"Carrying out in-space maneu
vers we will dock the Apollo
with the lunar module and re

lease it from the third stage of
the rocket," McDivitt explains.
''The two vehicles lock together
in orbit."

Cruising around, the globe at
18,000 miles per hour, McDivitt,
and his crew will carry out ex
periments in transferring, from
the Apollo to the lunar module,
both through""outer escape
hatches-and a connecting trans
fer tunnel in the nose -of the

Apollo.
"There are enormous un-|

known factors lh^a •mission. as|
complicated as this,"' he points'),
out. "We have been in intense

training for it over the past two'.'
years." ' ;.

mand pilot of the Apollo 9 mis
sion, scheduled to orbit the earth
next February, in the initial test
flight of an Apollo spacecraft
linked to a lunar landingmodule!

At 39, McDivitt, a former Air '
Force test pilot, has been as-(
signed the most complex earth-J
orbiting space missiori the U.S.
has yet undertaken.

It will be his responsibility
(in company with two fellow
astronauts) to test and prove

See SPACE on Page 32

COL. McDIVITT and Ms wife

.were in Dallas as honoreu

Iguests at the annual Galaxy
Ball held Saturday ni^. in uV
grand ballroom of the Sheraton-
Dallas Hotel for the benefit o,'

the Texas Mental Health Asso

ciation.
' What comes after Apollo 9—
which obviously'' is the flnil
Idress rehearsal of both me.-
and equipment for- an attemptei.
jlunar landing?

McDivitt can only speculate.
"The possibilities are fanlar,-

tic," he points out. "We'i
learning more from every mis
sion — and the results from

Apollo- 9 could open doors
we've never dreamed of."



October 18, 1968

Br. Krystyna Ansevin
2127 MacArthur Street
Houston, Texas 77025

Dear Dr. Ansevin:

Enclosed is a recent article from the Dallas Times Herald which we
find extremely interesting. Do you think it might be possible to get a
signed statement and a report from McDivitt describing what he saw2
Any additional statements or reports from other astronauts would be
very helpful. Of course it is unclear what he meant by using the ex -
pression "UFO", but it would be interesting to comapre the structures
and the behavior of the objects with some of the better cases on file.

Also, Dick Hall has asked me to remind you that the deadline on the
joint statements which he sent you is about a week. The New Look report
is almost ready for the printer, and he would appreciate hearing from
you shortly.

Thank you for your assistance with the above. McDivitt*s statements
and/or reports would make excellent copy for the Investigator, antH we
would appreciate anytminj you might be able to send. We look forward
to hearing from you in the near future.

Sincerely yours.

DK/k

Diana S. Knop
NICAP Staff ( Sightings1
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four outer engines were gimbaled to simulate the motion required to
control the vehicle in flight, (msfc Release 65-148; Marshall Star,

JurJllt^h news conference at NASA Manned Spacecraft Center on the
Gemini gt-4 spaceflight, Astronaut McDivitt said: "I saw three things
£at looked to me like they were satellites on the earth. I saw two over
the Pacific, I guess. One . . . near Hawaii. . . . I saw a white ob
ject and it looked like it was cylindrical and it looked to me like there
las a white arm sticking out of it . . We saw another one at night
It looked like just a pin point of light in the sky And I saw
another one over the western Pacific again just shortly before I got
into the sunlight on the windshield. . . The on y one I couId even
define the shfpe of at all was the first one and it looked a lot like
an upper stage of a booster."

Astronaut White commented: ". . . we were looking to find out:
Could man control himself in space? And the answer is yes man
can control himself in space." McDivitt continued: The first thing
we learned was that the Gemini 4 is a liveable spacecraft for at least
four days." (Transcript; NYT, 6/12/65, 3)

• President Johnson announced during an impromptu visit to NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center-his first—that he had nominated Astronauts James
I McDivitt (Maj., usaf) and Edward H White n (Ma,., usaf) for
the rank of lieutenant colonel. In a speech before nearly 5,000 MSC
employees, Mr. Johnson said: "The race in which we of all genera-
tions are determined to be first is the race for peace in the world.

"In the labors of peace—as in the explorations of space—let no man
doubt for the moment that we have the will, and the determination,
and the talent, and the resources required to stay the course and see
those labors through." (Text; Stern, Wash. Post, 6/12/65, A3;
Semple, NYT, 6/21/65; msc Roundup, 6/25/65, 1)

• Sen E L Bartlett (D-Alaska) introduced a bill to extend privileges and
immunities, including tax and customs granted international organi
zations, to the European Space Research Organization (esro). ESRO
was considering building a satellite telemetry command station near
Fairbanks, Alaska, and was seeking the same special treatment afforded
NASA with regard to its tracking stations abroad and personnel abroad.
{CR, 6/11/65, 12836)

• Rep. Albert Thomas (D-Tex.), Chairman of the House Appropria
tions Committee's Subcommittee on Independent Offices, paid trib
ute to NASA on the floor of the House: ". . . too much credit cannot
be given the top management of the Space Agency ...

"To this group of distinguished gentlemen, must go the credit of
spending some $17 billion without the slightest ^«a*1°1f/^"^^J^
tached to the many thousands of transactions. (LK, 6/ll/0i), izuzyj

• Laser beams could be used to track satellites, a group of scientists re
ported at a news briefing at nasa Goddard Space Flight Center. Ihe
briefing followed a two-day meeting discussing efforts to track explorer
xxii and explorer xxvn satellites which were orbiting the earth at a
height of about 700 mi. Dr. Henry Plotkin, Head of GSFC's Optical
Systems Branch, said the experiments had indicated that: 1) a beam
of laser light from the ground could be directed with sufficient accuracy
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Action Line
Dial LI.3-7474

Action Line serves Star readers by* getting answers,
solving problems and cutting red tape. Write to Action
Line, The Washington Star, Washington, D.C. 20003 or
telephone Lincoln 3-7474 between 3 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Monday Through Friday,

My $277.04 pay check was either lost in the mail or stolen
from my mailbox early in June. I reported it to the payroll
office at Boiling Air Force Base, filled out a form on the lost
check and heard nothing more. After weeks passed, I called
again. Boiling checked the Treasury Department and was told
that the form I had filled ont had never been received. Now I

have to start all over again, filling oat forms while my bills
pile up and I have to borrow money to keep going. Can
Action Line help me clean np this problem?—C. E. H.

Your check is now on the way. When Action Line dug into
your troubles, it developed that you had twice been the
victim of lost, strayed or stolen mail. The form notifying the
Treasury of your loss disappeared like the lost pay check.
After you filled out a second form, Boiling officials called
Treasury and were assured your problem now had first
priority and the check would be issued as expeditiously as
possible.

Was it common practice daring and after World War II to
pull the safety pin of a hand grenade with your teeth?—L. J.

While it may be have been
done upon occasion, the pin
would have a far greater
chance of survival than your
teeth. For reasons of safety,
it takes a good hefty pull to
remove the pin. If anyone
did it once, it is doubtful that
he repeated the feat.

Queens Chapel Road and
Hamilton Street in W e s t

Hyattsville are state-control
led highways, but there are
no visible crosswalks in any
direction. I have spoken to
police officers and taken this
up with an anto club with
out results. Could Action Line
get the crosswalks marked?
—H. D.

After a call from Action Line, the Maryland State Roads
Commission repainted the crosswalks under its jurisdiction.

We took a camera to be repaired at an Alexandria photog
raphy store. After much run-around we finally learned that
it had been stolen. Now we are told that the store's insurance

does not cover it and the manager has not paid as. A check
with the police shows that the "burglary" was not reported.
What should we do?—A. C.

Relax. The owner of the store told Action Line that he
has written a number of dealers for appraisals of your cam
era. When he receives answers, he will average the figures
and pay you. The robbery took place in Washington, which is
why it wasn't reported in Alexandria.

When the District sprays trees in my neighborhood, the
chemicals leave white blotches all over a black rail fence.
This happens twice a year. Please see what you can do to
help me.—Mrs. E. C. H.

Action Line learned that yours is a common complaint.
Officials in the highway department's Tree and Landscaping
Division said that there are ways of getting the stuff off.
Spraying must be done, and there's no way to avoid spotting
railings and windows in some areas, they said. If you can
walk outside soon after the spraying is done, you can use
water to wash the stuff off. If the spray is allowed to set for
a while, it will take kerosene or spent oil from an automobile
crankcase to remove it.

On Naylor Road S.E., only 50 feet from the District Line,
there is a hole about a foot deep, two feet long and a foot
wide. It's on a carve in the westbound lane and a lot of cars
hit it and stop suddenly, knocking wheels out of line. I report
ed it to the District a month ago. Nothing has been done and
it's getting deeper all the time. Can Action Line get that hole
fixed?—M. F. F.

There is a chuck hole in the center westbound lane of
Constitution Avenue near 1st Street. It is deep and throws
wheels out of alignment.—M. C.

Both holes were filled by the District Highway Depart
ment the same day that Action Line reported them.

Where can I get a copy of
the picture that James Mc
Divitt took of the unidenti
fied flying object during his
space flight?—K. D. J. Jr.

The unidentified flying ob
ject which Gemini 4 Astro
naut McDivitt saw and tried
to photograph was never dis
covered in an exhaustive
examination of all film used
in the camera he was operat
ing at the time.

We live in the 3500 block

of Sixth Street SE. Can Ac
tion Line help us get our
street gutters cleaned and a
sidewalk paved?—P. A.

After Action Line alerted

the Highway Department, the apartment builder who messed
up the gutters agreed to clean them up. He also promised

hway officials to build a curb, gutter and sidewalk for
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private property owners taking care of their own
weeds, He said he got "good co-operation' last

Unidentified
HOUSTON —.The Na

tional Aeronautics and
Space Administration has
released this photo, de
scribed as a cylindrical
object photographed by
astronaut James McDivitt
as the Gemini 4 space
craft passed over Hawaii.
Officials could not identi
fy the satellite. Pictures
showed a faint "tail" of
light and fanlike glow.—
AP Wirephoto.


